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FOREWORD
This report is  a preprint of a paper with the same t i t le  which is  
scheduled to appear in the September 1982, issue o f the IEEE Trans­
actions on Information Theory (vol. IT-28). This is  the second part of 
a two-part study, the f i r s t  part o f which is  published as CSL Report No.
R-931.
1I . Introduction and Preliminaries
As in Part I o f this study [1 ], we consider the signal detection 
problem described by the following pair o f s ta t is t ica l hypotheses concerning 
a random process i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , » }  from which we have a sequence
i  = l , 2 , . . . , n }  o f  observations:
Hq: ; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , n
versus
Hl : Xi  * Ni  + 9 5 1 = (1)
where [EL; i  = 1 ,2 , . . . , « }  is  a stationary noise process and 0 is  a known 
positive signal. Part I o f this study [1] considered the problem o f 
designing asymptotically e ff ic ie n t  detection systems for the problem of (1) 
in which the noise process exhibits a weak moving-average type o f dependence. 
S p ec ifica lly , [1] considered the noise model
Ni  = p Yi-1  + Yi  + P Yi+1 5 1 “  M » - - -  (2)
where £y^; i  € Z} is  an independent and id en tica lly  distributed ( i . i . d . )  
noise-generating sequence with marginal probability density function (p .d .f . )p , 
and where p is  a fixed parameter indexing the degree o f dependence among the 
noise samples. I t  was shown in  [1] that an appropriate detector for this 
situation with |p| small is  o f the form o f the corresponding optimum 
independent-noise (p = 0) system with an added linear correction  factor 
depending on the degree o f dependence as parameterized by p and on the 
particular noise s ta tis tics  as determined by p. I t  was also seen in  [1] 
that appreciable improvement over the corresponding independent-noise system 
can often be expected from the proposed system, particularly for channels 
dominated by impulsive noise.
2The specifica tion  o f the detection system proposed in [1] requires a 
complete knowledge o f the s ta tis tics  o f the noise process [N^; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , « }  
as determined by p and p. An important practica l m odification o f this 
problem is  the situation in  which the noise d istribu tion  is  not known 
exactly but rather is  known to be in  some class o f possible noise 
distributions representing uncertainty in a nominal noise model. In this 
situation a detector is  desired whose performance does not deteriorate 
drastica lly  over the class o f possible noise s ta t is t ic s . A detection system 
with this general property is  usually known as a robust detector. Several 
investigators have considered the problem o f robust detection in the model 
o f  (1) for the case in which the noise sequence is  independent. General 
results for robust hypothesis testing in a model which includes the 
independent-noise case o f (1) have been obtained by Huber [2] and by Huber 
and Strassen [3] within a minimax risk  (or error probability) formulation 
and by the author [4] within a maximin distance formulation. Martin and 
Schwartz [5] have considered robust detection in  the model o f (1) for  the 
case in which the independent noise process is  a mixture-contaminated 
Gaussian process. Within this context both minimax risk and maximin loca l 
power slope^ are treated in [5 ]. Kassam and Thomas [8] have extended the 
results o f [5] to solve the maximin-power-slope formulation for the case o f 
mixture-contaminated nonGaussian noise processes, and, in an asymptotic 
formulation, El-Sawy and VandeLinde [9] have treated the minimax risk 
problem for (1) with general uncertainty classes for the marginal d istribu ­
tion o f the independent noise sequence. A sequential version o f (1) is  
treated in a similar context by El-Sawy and VandeLinde in [10].
^Recall that the loca l power slope is  the criter ion  for designing loca lly  
most powerful detection systems (see Capon [6] or Ferguson [7 ] ) .
3Considerably less work has been done on the problem o f robust detection
for the situation o f (1) with dependent noise, although the related problem
o f nonparametric (or d istribu tion -free ) detection in (1) with dependent
noise has been considered in some deta il (see, for example, Kanefsky and
Thomas [11], Gastwirth, et a l . [12], Davisson, et a l . [13], Kassam and Thomas
[14], and Sirvanci and W olff [1 5 ]), as has the s ta t is t ic a lly  analogous problem
o f robust estimation o f location with dependent errors (see Hoyland [16],
Gastwirth and Rubin [17], Portnoy [18,19], and Koul [2 0 ]). In this paper we
consider robust detection in  (1) for  situations in which the noise can be
modeled by a weakly dependent moving-average process as described by (2)
with small |p|. Since the parameter p can be estimated straightforwardly from
an observation o f [x ^  i  = l ,2 , . . . ,® }  (see Eq. (53) o f [1 ]) we model s ta tis tica l
uncertainty in the noise sequence [N^; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , « }  by assuming that the
p .d .f .  p o f the noise-generating sequence i  € Z} is  not known exactly
but, rather, is  known only to be a member o f a class ^ o f symmetric probability
densities. Note that, for analytical reasons, the criter ion  o f asymptotic
detection e ffic ien cy  (which was applied in [1] for optimum design) is  not
suitable for robust design in this situation (see, for  example, Martin and
deMontricher [2 1 ]). Thus, we adopt a Neyman-Pearson design philosophy and,
for a particular detector cp, consider the probabilities o f false alarm and
detection, P and P , respectively, given for p € ?  by r JJ
pp(cp | p) = P[cp chooses H^ |Hq I s true and ~  p V i  £ Z] (3)
and
PDC^P|P) * Pfcp chooses H1|H1 is  true and Y^  ~  p V i  € Z} . (4)
4Adopting the game-theoretic philosophy o f  robust design (as proposed by 
Huber [2 ]) we may define an q/- level robust detector for this situation as 
one which solves the game
max { inf P (cp|p)} subject to sup P„(cp|p) ^  oi (5)
<P € .£ P € ?  p € 5
where Jfr is  an appropriate class o f detectors. Note that (5) reduces to the 
traditional Neyman-Pearson design criter ion  i f  consists o f a single p .d .f .  [7] 
In this paper we seek the solution to (5) for the small-|p| situation  in
(1) and (2) by restricting  £  to be the class o f M-detectors as proposed by 
El-Sawy and VandeLinde in [9 ]. In so doing we are able to exploit related 
results obtained by Portnoy [18,19] for the problem o f robust estimation o f 
a location parameter with dependent observation errors modeled by (2) with 
small |p|• The class o f detectors to be considered here is  defined 
sp e c ifica lly  in  Section II and firs t-o rd er  (in  p) approximations to their 
asymptotic false-alarm and detection probabilities are developed. The structure 
o f M-detectors that are optimum with respect to these approximations is  also 
presented in Section I I , and i t  is  seen that the system m odification to 
account for weak noise dependency in  M-detectors is  similar to that found 
for the detectors considered in [1 ]. The first-ord er  approximations to the 
error probabilities developed in Section II suggest a first-ord er  approxima­
tion to the minimax problem o f (5 ), and Section III  considers the solution to 
this firs t-o rd er  version o f (5 ). In particular, i t  is  argued that a small-|p| 
robust design for this problem is  the small-|p| optimum design corresponding 
to a least-favorable noise-generating p .d .f .  Moreover, i t  is  seen (as in 
the analogous situation o f [18]) that this least-favorable noise-generating 
p .d .f .  does not depend on the value o f p and thus is  the same as the p .d .f .
5that is  least favorable for the independent noise case. This la tter resu lt 
is  useful because the corresponding independent-noise problem has been solved 
previously for a number o f noise uncertainty models (see, for example,
[5 ,8 ,9 ] ) .  In Section IV, we consider a modification o f the system developed 
in Section I I I  because o f qualitative disadvantages o f the system o f 
Section I I I .  I t  is  demonstrated analytically  in Section IV that this 
m odification is  equivalent, to f i r s t  order in  p , to the detector developed 
in  Section I I I ,  a fa ct which supports the use o f  the modification in tu itiv e ly  
since the modified system is  superior to the unmodified one. Also in 
Section IV, the sp ec ific  example o f a contaminated Gaussian noise model 
(as proposed by Huber [22]) is  considered in  some deta il in  order to illu stra te  
the proposed robust design procedure. In Section V we return to the general 
situation to consider the degree to which the worst-case performance o f the 
proposed robust detector outperforms the corresponding independent-noise 
(p 38 0) robust detector. In particu lar, i t  is  shown that this performance 
d ifference is  o f f i r s t  order in  p, a fa ct which indicates that the 
consideration o f dependence is  even more important in the robust design 
problem than in the corresponding optimum design problem o f [1 ], (The 
corresponding performance difference in [1] is  o f second order in p .)
Finally, Section VI includes some further discussion o f the results o f this 
paper and o f some possible extensions o f these resu lts.
6I I . M-Detectors and Their Performance in Weakly Dependent Noise
El-Sawy and VandeLinde [9] have solved the problem o f (5) for the 
asymptotic (n -* « )  case with independent noise (p = 0) when the class £  
is  restricted  to contain only detectors o f a sp ec ific  structure known as 
M-detectors. This class o f detectors is  based on a class o f  location  
estimates known as M-estimates introduced by Huber in [22], and certain  
members o f this class derive their robustness properties from analogous 
properties for robust estimation. Robust M-estimates o f location  for the 
weak dependence model o f (2) with small |p| have been considered by Portnoy 
in [18] and [19], and thus i t  is  reasonable to consider the related class o f 
M-detectors to seek a solution to the analogous problem o f (5) with |p J small 
but nonzero.
We therefore re s tr ic t  Jfr to contain only detectors o f the following form
i f  § (x ) > Tt|r -
i f  ^ ( x )  = T (6)
i f  e, (x ) < t 
* -
where 0 (x ) i s  a s o lu t io n  to the equationt(r -
n
E * (x -T)| = 0 (7)
i = l  T-6 (x )
with an arbitrary function, known as the influence curve o f 0 (see also 
Hampel [23] and Huber [24]) characterizing the detector . Here cp^  (x) 
denotes the probability with which we accept H^  given that x is observed, 
and the threshold V and randomization t are chosen to yield desired 
false-alarm performance. A detector of the form (6) is  known as an
7M-detector [9] and the detection s ta tis t ic  9 (x) o f (7) is  an M-estimate—
[22], Note that the M-estimate is  a generalization o f the independent- 
noise maximum-likelihood estimate o f location o f X which corresponds to 
the particular choice o f influence curve t}f (x) * d log [p (x )]/d x  (see, for 
example, S ilvey [2 5 ]). Moreover, in the independent case, the M-detector 
corresponding to the maximum-likelihood M-estimate is  asymptotically 
equivalent to the likelihood ratio  test o f Hq versus (see, for example, 
Lemma 3 o f [9 ] ) .  Thus, the restr iction  to detectors o f the form o f (6) is  
reasonable for  the small-|p| and large-n case in  that i t  does not eliminate 
the optimum detector for any member o f ?  from consideration when p = 0. Note 
further that the class o f  M-estimates includes the sample mean (given by 
\|r(x) = x ) , for which the corresponding M-detector is  the linear detector, 
as w ell as the sample median (given by rjr (x) = sgn (x)).
Note that, for many choices o f the influence curve , (7) w ill  sometimes 
have multiple solutions; however, for analytical (and implementational) 
purposes, we would like to specify a particular solution to (7 ). Thus, i f
A
for a given x there are multiple solutions to (7) we w ill choose 0 (x) to be
- A 1 n ^the solution c losest to the sample mean x = — £ x . , and, i f  there are twon . , l=1
solutions equidistant from x, we choose 9^(x) to be the larger o f the two.
Also, i f  (7) has no solution for a particular x we take 9 (x) = 0. With this
-  ty -
A
construction o f 0^(x) we may state the following result which follows from 
Theorem A.2 o f Portnoy [18].
2 ATheorem 1: Assume the model o f (1) and (2 ). Suppose ct = Var(Y^) < * , t|r is
continuous and bounded, E[^(N^ + 9 )} is  s tr ic t ly  increasing in a neighborhood
o f 9 = 0, and E[i|r(N )^} = 0. Then 9^  (X) converges in probability to 0 under
and to 0 under Hq as n -* ®.
8Proof: For the model o f (1) and (2) with a < «  i t  follows from the
Chebychev inequality and from Lemma 3 o f B illingsley  [26 , p. 172] that 
1 n— Z X. converges in  probability  to 6 under Hn and in probability to 0 
n i= l 1 1
under Hq as n -* » .  This and the fa ct that [N^; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , « }  is
2-dependent ( i . e . ,  KL and N. are independent i f  |i—j| > 2) imply Theorem 1
2via Theorem A.2 o f [18].
Thus, under the mild conditions o f Theorem 1, we see that the M-detector 
9, o f (6) provides a consistent test o f Hn versus H, provided that thel(f u 1
threshold t is  between 0 and 9. That i s ,  ep^  with t € (0 ,0) has the property
that false-alarm and detection p rob a b ilit ie s ,?  and P , converge to 0 and 1,
respectively, as the number o f samples n approaches » .  Consistency is ,  o f
course, the very least that we should require o f a detection procedure;
thus in order to optimize over the class £ ,  i t  is  o f  further in terest to
approximate the large-n performance o f the detectors o f this form for  the
weak dependence model o f  (2 ). For this purpose we may state the following
result which follows straightforwardly from Theorems 2.1 and A.4 o f [18].
Theorem 2 : Assume the hypothesis o f  Theorem 1. Suppose in addition that
i|i is  d ifferentiab le  except as a closed set D o f Lebesgue measure 0,
that i|r' is  uniformly continuous o f f  o f D, that 0 4: D, that E{i|r'(N^)}
and are p os itiv e , and that the characteristic function 0^ o f
2
sa tis fies  J u |0Y(u)|du < ®. Then, with Xi  = IL+9 for i - 1 , 2 , . . . , » ,  the
«•¿J A
quantity n (0 (X) - 9 )  converges in d istribution  to a Gaussian random
2 3variable with mean zero and variance cr (i|r,p;p) given by
Note that the sample mean can be replaced by any other consistent estimate of 
9 in  this analysis (see [1 8 ]), in which case the condition <j^  < «  might be 
relaxed in Theorem 1.
3 2 2 2As in [1 ], by 0(p ) we mean lim j 0 (p )/p J <
p -  0
®  .
92 2 
o G|,,p;p) -  v0|r,p;p) + o ( p ) ( 8)
where
E {t  (Y ) ]  E t Y . ^ Y . ) }
V (i|r,p ;p )-------- :-----i— r 2 + 4p
( E U ’ O t p ] ) ' [♦ '( * ! ) }
(9)
with expectations computed under the assumption that ~  p.
Discussion; The va lid ity  o f Theorem 2 re lies  on two basic resu lts: a
central lim it theorem (Theorem A.4 o f [18]) yielding the asymptotic 
*
normality o f 0^(X) and an approximation theorem (Theorem 2.1 o f [18])
yielding (8 ). The proof o f the cen tra l-lim it part o f this theorem re lies  in
part on a Berry-Esseen type theorem for m-dependent random variables due to
Stein [27j Corollary 3.1] which gives an error bound of 0(n 2) for the
**% *normal approximation to the distribution o f n (8 ( X ) - 0 ) .  Thus, under 
the conditions o f Theorem 2, we may write the false-alarm and detection 
probabilities o f  cp as
if
P„(cp |p) = 1 - $ (n ^ t/ [V(t|r,p;p) +0 (p2)]^ ) + 0(n“^)
and
PD(«p |p) = l - § ( n %(r-0)/[V O |r,p ;p)+O (p2) ] %)+ O (n '%) ,  
respectively, where $ is  the standard normal d istribution  function
( 10)
( I D
§(x) =■ -4 r  (* e*6 /2 dt.
a/ 2 tt - ®
In view o f (10) and (11) we adopt, for analytical purposes, the following




?F(cp^;p) «  1 -§ (n ^ T/  [V(^,p;p)]^>
PD(cp,;p ) = 1 - §  (n^(T - 0 )/[V (f ,p ;p ) ]S
(13)
(14)
Note that, for a fixed noise-generating density p € 3* and threshold 
t € (0 ,0 ), the error probabilities  o f (13) and (14) can be optimized 
simultaneously by minimizing the functional V(\|f,p;p) over an appropriate class
o f influence curves. Note also that, for fixed p, we have
V(i|r,p;p) = [eOlrjp)]“ 1 (15)
where e(i|f;p) is  the firs t-o rd er  approximation developed in Part I o f this 
study (see Lemma 1 o f [1 ]) for the e ffica cy  or d iffe ren tia l signal-to-noise 
ratio o f a detector for (1) and (2) based on comparing the detection s ta t is t ic
n
2 * (X ) (16)
i= l 1
to a threshold. Thus, the criter ion  o f maximum e(ty;p) which was developed 
in Part I in the context o f e ff ic ie n t  detection for  (1) and (2) with the 
structure o f (16) is equally valid for approximately optimum detection 
in  the situation with the structure o f (7 ). In particular, by applying 
Theorem 1 o f [1] we have that, within mild regularity on p, the problem 
min V (tJt , p;p ) is  solved for fixed p by the influence curve
ÿ(x) = -p '(x ) /p (x )  -  2 p l(p )x /( l  + 2p) (17)
where p' denotes the derivative o f p and where I(p ) is  F isher's information 
number for location o f p defined by
I(p ) = J* [ ( p '( x ) ) 2/p (x )]d x (18)
11
Note, however, that the influence curve defined in (17) does not sa tis fy  the 
hypotheses o f Theorems 1 and 2 above since this function is  not bounded.
J
However, as is  shown in  Section IV below, the function o f (17) can be 
approximated by a bounded influence curve that yields essentially  the 
same performance for small |p|. This issue is  discussed further in
Section IV.
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I I I . Robust Detection in Weakly Dependent Noise
The analysis o f the above section indicates that the quantities o f 
(13) and (14) can be used to approximate the probabilities o f  fa lse  alarm 
and detection, respectively, o f M-detectors operating in  the presence o f the 
noise process o f  (2) with small |p|. Thus, in  order to design M-detectors 
that are robust in the presence o f weak dependence, we may consider the 
maximLn formulation defined by (5) as applied to the error-probability  
approximations o f (13) and (14).
To seek solutions to this problem we f ir s t  consider the alternate 
minimax problem
min max V (f,p ;p ) (19)
t € Y p € $
where the functional V is  from (9) and where Y is  an appropriate class o f 
influence curves. We note that a saddle-point solution to (19) w il l  be a 
pair (tR>PR) € Y X 5 satisfying
max VG|r ,p ;p ) = V(  ^ ,p ;p) = min V0|r ,p ;p) ,  (20)
R R R
and the existence o f such a pair is  equivalent to the va lid ity  o f the 
minimax property (see, for example, Barbu and Precupanu [28])
min max V(t|r,p;p) = max min V(Y,p;p) . (21)
t | r € Y p € 5
Note that, i f  OjfR>PR) € Y sa tis fie s  (20), then i t  follows from (13) 




\|f € Y p
min
(23)
For a particular choice a  o f false-alarm probability , the threshold t given byR
tr = n’ [^V0|fRpR;p)]^  $ 1( l - a ) (24)
o f (24) is  between 0 and 9 then the pair (^„»p^) is  a saddle-point solutionT K K
condition T > 0 is  sa tis fied  i f  a  < %, which is  the only range o f in terest 
for a .  However, the condition T < 9 places a lower bound on the signal 
strength 0, re lative  to a  and n, for which minimaxity can be achieved with
A *
P^  and P„. Further discussion o f this point is  included in Section VI D F
be low.
I t  is  noteworthy that a pair solving (20) sa tis fies  (via (10) and (11))
Ato (5) with Pp and P^ , replaced by P^  and P^ ,, respectively. Note that the
pf (9^ ;p ) ^  pf ( ^  ; pr ) + o (P2) + o(n"^) (25)
and
2 -kfor every p £ 3^ . However, corresponding 0(p ) and 0(n 2) statements
(26)
14
concerning sup P (çp îp) and in f P (cp, 5p) cannot be made unless the
p € ^ 'F XTi|rR p e 3= D ’»r
20(p ) and 0(n 2) terms in (8 ), (10), and (11) are uniform on ^ . Nevertheless, 
because o f (25) and (26), a density satisfy ing (20) can be considered a 
least-favorable member o f 3  for the detection problem o f in terest.
In view o f the above comments, we see that a solution \|f to (19) 
yields an M-detector with desirable weak-dependence large-sample robustness 
in  performance over the class %. The problem o f (19) has been studied 
in  [18] in the context o f robust M-estimation o f location . Note that, i f  
(i|i ,p ) sa tis fie s  (20) and i f  p and the members o f Y sa tis fy  the 
hypothesis o f  Theorem 1 o f [1 ], then Theorem 1 o f [1] indicates that ijiR
must be given (up to a scale factor) by
*R(x) -  t 0(x) -  K^x ; x € rn (27)
where = -p^/pR and = 2pI(pR) / ( l + 2p) ,  provided this function (27) is  a 
member o f Y. (Recall that I (p ) denotes F isher's information number given 
by (1 8 ).) Using Eq. (36) o f [1] we have (see also Eq. (3 .8) o f [18]) for 
fixed p € &
min V (t,p ;p ) = ( l  + 4 p )[I (p )]~ 1 +0 (p2)
= (1 + 4p)min V(ijr,p;0)+0(p2) . (28)
t
Thus, provided Y contains the appropriate influence curves, we may argue
2(as in [18]) that to 0(p ) the density p solving max min V(\|r,p;p)
K p 6 î
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does not depend on the value o f p. Theorem 1.1 o f [18] gives a more precise 
reinforcement o f this argument. Noting from (28) that
min V(ty;p;0) = [ I (p ) ] “ 1 , (29)
♦
a saddle point solution to (19) thus can be sought by f i r s t  choosing 
pR € 5“ to solve
min I(p ) (30)
p € ^
and then choosing \|r from (27). Note that the resulting robust influence 
curve is  a linearly corrected version o f the influence cruve for robust 
M-detection in  independent noise ( i . e . ,  tJtq) as derived in  [9 ]. This solution 
is  thus completely analogous to the corresponding result for optimum 
detection with known p derived in [1 ].
The existence and uniqueness o f solutions to (30) and their 
relationship to solutions to (19) with p = 0 have been studied in  deta il by 
Huber in  [22], In particular, i t  follows from Theorem 2 o f [22] that i f  3- 
is  convex and I(p ) < 00 for a l l  p € %y then a density p solving (30) and 
its  p = 0 optimum influence curve 0 = "PtVPu I s a saddle point solution 
to (19) with p = 0 i f  iJTq € Y. Furthermore, Theorem 4 o f [22] implies that, 
i f  ?  is  also vaguely compact, then there is  a unique member o f ^ solving 
(30). E xplicit solutions to (30) for several density classes o f in terest 
and other aspects o f the problem o f (30) are found in  Huber ([22] and [29]) 
and in Sullivan, et a l, [30].
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IV. A M odification o f the Maximin Solution
As noted above, the analysis o f Section IV indicates that a robust
M-detector for |p|  ^ 0 has an influence curve that is  a linearly corrected
version o f the influence curve o f the p = 0 robust M-detector as studied by
El-Sawy and VandeLinde in [9 ]. This structure is  undesirable for two reasons.
F irst, as noted in Section I I ,  an influence curve with a linear component is
not bounded and thus does not sa tis fy  the conditions needed for the va lid ity
o f Theorems 1 and 2. This is  only an analytical disadvantage which can be
surmounted without too much d if f ic u lty . However, a more important objection
to this detector is that the unboundedness o f the influence curve violates
basic in tu itive  principles o f how robustness is  achieved in a detector.
In particular, most robust detectors provide a means for lim iting the e ffe cts  .
o f extraordinarily large observations (ou tliers) which, i f  not accounted for ,
tend to destroy detection performance (see, for  example [5 ] ) .  This objection
was also raised in [18] where, for  the particular case in  which represents
contaminated Gaussian noise, a truncated or ligh tly  limited version o f \|r isR
shown to produce an M-estimate which d iffe rs  in worst-case performance from 9
by only 0(p ) .  In this section we consider a similar modification o f the
robust M-detector developed in Section I II  in a s lig h tly  more general context.
Since the robust influence curve o f (27) is  objectionable because o f
its  unboundedness, i t  is  reasonable (as suggested in [18]) to introduce
light lim iting into this structure to produce a bounded approximation to ijr .R
R
I t  is  usually the case that the independent-noise robust influence curve \|r0
is  bounded (see [9] and [2 2 ]); so i t  is  usually the linear correction term, 
-K^x, that produces the unboundedness o f Thus a reasonable modification
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o f i|r is  to replace the term K^x with a ligh tly  limited version (x) 
where 1 (x) is  a light lim iter defined by
x i f  x ^ L
¿ (x ) = (31)
L sgn(x) i f  !x ! > L
with L a positive constant. Note that Chebychev's inequality implies that
the probability that an individual observation exceeds the lim iting point L
-2is  bounded by an upper bound proportional to L . Thus, by choosing L 
su ffic ien tly  large, we should be able to make the e ffects  o f replacing x
by i ( x )  in n eg lig ib le . In particular, i f  we choose L to be 0(p "S, thenK
2the e ffe cts  o f this replacement should be 0(p ) .  With this motivation, we
thus propose replacing t|r o f (27) with the modified influence curve \|rR M
defined by
f *R(x) ; i f  |x| ^ 1/k
V x) = (32)
, \|rQ(x) -KjV^sgnCx) ; i f  |x| > 1/k
where k = 0(p) and, as before, i|rn = -p l/p^ . For this structure we then p U K K
have the following resu lt.
Theorem 3: Suppose ^ is  such that (30) has a solution pR with \|Tq = "P^/PR
satisfying the conditions o f Theorems 1 and 2. Then, for each p € ?  such 
2
that e (y }^ < ®, we have
V(tM,P;P) = V0|rR,p;p ) + 0(p ) . (33)
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2
Furthermore, i f  e [y 3^ <  B < 08 for a l l  p € ¡?, then
sup V0|rM,p ;p ) = sup V(^D,pip) + 0(p ) ,Rp € y "  P 6 y
provided either p ^ 0 or p < 0 and |p| is  su ffic ien tly  small.
A proof o f Theorem 3 is  included in the appendix. As suggested above,
(34)
this proof re lies  upon (among other things) Chebychev-type bounds on
-1probabilities that the magnitudes o f the observations exceed k We see
that, under the conditions o f this theorem, the truncated version o f *K
yields a detector whose worst-case performance is  essentia lly  equivalent 
to that o f cp . Note that i f  the conditions o f Theorem 3 are not sa tis fied
f R 2
( i . e . ,  i f  there is  a p € $ such that e[y ^} -  °°) then the M-detector based
on w ill have very poor worst-case performance relative to that o f cp^  
Thus we may conclude generally that <p is  preferable to <p from both
M
rM
practica l and analytical viewpoints.
To illu stra te  the design o f a robust M-detector and its  modification as 
suggested by (32), we consider a sp ecific  example treated previously in 
various contexts o f robust design by Huber [22], Martin and Schwartz [5 ], 
and Portnoy [18]. In particular, we consider the class o f contaminated 
Gaussian densities defined by
* 0  -  Cp I p = (1 -  «)§ +  6 h; h 6 K} (35)
where § (x) = (2tt) 2exp[-x /2 } is  the standard Gaussian density, e is  a fixed 
number between 0 and 1, and 1C is  a wide class o f symmetric p d f 's . Note that 
thus defined can be considered to be an uncertainty neighborhood of a 
nominal Gaussian model with a degree € o f uncertainty in this model. The
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density minimizing Fisher’ s information I(p ) over $ Q is  given by Huber in 
[22] and has the well-known form
P r ( x )
(1 -  6)5 (x) ; |x| < k
(1 -  e)f(k)exp[-k| |x| -  k|] ; |x| > k
where k is  the unique positive solution to the equation
2§(k) - 1  + 2 f(k )/k  = ( 1 - e ) ’ 1 .
The p -  0 robust influence curve is  thus given by
*0W
' x ; |x| < k
> k sgn(x) ; |x| > k
and the (p j  ^ 0 robust influence curve is  (from (27))
*R(x)
( l -K j^ x  ; |x| <  k
k sgn(x) -  K^x ; |x| > k ,
which, for the case p > 0, increases linearly in [-k ,k ] and decreases 
linearly  in [-k ,k ]C . Note that the value o f I(p  ) is  given for this 
case by
I(PR) * ( 1 - e )  (2$ (k) -  1) ,
which, o f course, must decrease monotonically with e. Using (37) and (40) 
the values o f the parameters k and (re ca ll that = 2pl(pR) / ( 1 + 2p))  








yields k = 1.14 and = .115. A reasonable bounded m odification for the 
influence curve o f (39) with p > 0 is  that suggested in [18], namely
V x)
f ( !  -K ^ x  5 |x| < k
i k sgn(x) -  K^x ; k < |x| < k’ 1
V o  5 I x | > kp1
(41)
where k^  * K^/k w^ ich is  0(p) since is  0 (p ). Figure 1 illu stra tes  this 
function for the case e = 0 .1  and p = 0.1 . Further discussion o f this and 
related examples is  included in Sections V and VI below.
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V. Performance o f the Proposed Robust System Relative to the 
Independent-Noise Robust System
In Section I I I  we argued that the least-favorable noise-generating density
p is  independent o f the value o f the dependence parameter p. Thus, for
each value o f p, the robust influence curve \|f is  the optimum influenceR
curve ( i . e . ,  the solution to min V(\|r,pp ;p )) corresponding to the fixed density ^ K
p . I t  follows from the analysis in Part I o f  this study (in  particular, from
Theorem 2 o f [1 ]) that, within regularity conditions, the quantities V , p ; p)R R
2
and V0|Tq,pr ; p ) d if fe r  only by 0(p ) terms where, as before, = "Pr P^r *
Since \|Tq is  the influence curve one would use for robustness i f  there were no
4dependence, a question arises as to whether the worst-case performance o f
2Cp. over 5 might be only 0(p ) d ifferen t from that o f cp . That this is  not 
*0 *R
generally the case is  shown in this section ; in  particular, we demonstrate that
this d ifference in worst-case performance is  actually 0(p) for  most uncertainty
models o f  in terest.
To consider the worst-case performance o f cp relative to the worst-case
performance o f cp for fixed p we f i r s t  give the following resu lt.
Lemma 1: Suppose p„ € ^ solves (30) with 0 < I (p „) < ®. Suppose further thatR R
2
there are numbers b and B such that 0 < b ^ E^.. (Y .) ]  B < •,R JL
E[Y^} ^  B, and b < E ^ q} <  B, for a l l  p € ?  where \|Tq = Then, i f
p <  0 or i f  p > 0 and is  su ffic ie n tly  small, we have
v (tR,p ;p)
= 1 + C (42)
4I t  should be noted here that V(tyg,pR;0) is  the worst-case value o f V(\|îq, p ; 0) 
over p € i?, but i t  is  not necessarily true that V(\|fn,p ;p) is  the worst-case 
value o f V(^Q,p;p) over for p # 0. In fa ct , this la tter situation is  not 




The proof o f Lemma 1 is  straightforward and w ill be omitted.
This result shows that, although V(^R,pR;p) and V(\JrQ,pR;p) d iffe r  by only
(Note: i t  follows straightforwardly from (9) that V(i|Fn,p ;-%) = 0 . )  I tU R
follows from Lemma 1 that, for fixed p, we have
where C = sup C i f  p > 0 and C = | in f C | i f  p < 0. We note, in particular,
p € ? p p € ?  P
that (44) can not hold for any C < 0 since we must have
where the f i r s t  equality in (45) follows from Theorem 2 o f [1 ], Since (45) 
is  valid for both positive  and negative p, (45) and (42) imply that either 
V(tQjp;~%) takes on both negative and positive values over ^ or V0Jtq, p ;-^ ) 
is  id en tica lly  zero on %. Thus, for  every p there is  a C  ^ 0 such that
(44) holds, and C = 0 i f ,  and only i f ,  V(\|Tq, p ;-%) = 0 for a l l  p € &. We 
note again that C depends only on the algebraic sign o f p. Some conditions 
under which C # 0 are summarized in  the following resu lt.
Theorem 4 : Suppose I? is  such that the following three conditions hold:
( i )  There is  a set c  ]R and a constant K >  0 such that x € Q
20 (p ) terms, V(\|rR,p ;p ) and V(i|fQ,p ;p ) may possibly d iffe r  by 0(p) terms i f  P^PR
(44)
(45)
implies \|Jq(x ) = K sgn(x).
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( i i )  There ex ist pd f's  p  ^ and p  ^ in  5 such that p  ^ = p2 -  PR
m m a»
on QC and j* |y|p1(y)dy < J* |y|pR(y)dy < J* |y|p2(y)dy.
-CB -09 -00
( i i i ) o < I(pR) < CO and lim ifr0( y ) p '( y ) =0 for p = pR, p= P 1? and p = p2 -
|y| -  *
Then V(^Q,p^;-%) > 0 and V(^q, p2;-%) < 0, and hence the constant C o f  (44) 
is  positive .
Proof: See the appendix.
Thus we see that, under the conditions o f Lemma 1 and Theorem 4, the 
improvement in worst-case performance by using  ^ rather than is  o f 
f i r s t  order in  |p|. Theorem 3 implies that  ^ o f (32) also yields this 0(p) 
improvement. Note that the conditions o f  Theorem 4 are sa tis fied  by most 
o f the usual models for d istribu tional uncertainty. For example, the 
contaminated-Gaussian class treated in  Section IV sa tis fies  Conditions ( i )  
through ( i i i )  as is  easily  seen from (35), (36), (38), and (40). Other classes 
that satis fy  these conditions include contaminated-mixture classes with 
nominal models other than Gaussian (see Huber [22] and Kassam and Thomas [8 ] ) ,  
p-point classes as considered by El-Sawy and VandeLinde [9 ,10 ], and the 
class o f densities whose cumulative probability d istribution  functions d iffe r  
in  sup-norm from the standard Gaussian by no more than some prescribed amount 
(see [2 2 ]). Thus, we may conclude that  ^ is  generally preferable to 
to the extent that 0(p) terms are appreciable ( i . e . ,  to the extent that the 
model o f  (2) is  o f in terest).
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VI. Summary and Discussion
In this paper we have considered the problem o f designing robust systems 
for the detection o f signals in  weakly dependent noise. To find solutions 
to this problem we have considered the class o f M-detectors that was proposed 
by El-Sawy and VandeLinde in  [9] for robustness in  the corresponding 
independent-noise case. For this class o f detectors i t  was seen that the 
robust estimation analysis o f  Portnoy [18] is  applicable to the design o f 
robust structures for  the weakly dependent moving-average model o f  noise
9dependence. In particular, i t  was seen that an a -lev e l robust M-detector 
for a class $ o f noise-generating p .d . f . 's  can be sought by choosing p to 
minimize Fisher's information I (p ) over ?  and then taking * from (27). The 
detection threshold tr is  chosen by (24) and must l ie  between 0 and 9 for 
approximate minimaxity. Since is  usually not bounded i t  is  in tu itiv e ly  




where k^  is  0(p) as in (32). The resulting M-detector cp is  equivalent to
2 M^
cp to 0(p ) under the conditions o f Theorem 3. The worst-case performance 
? R
o f both o f these detectors is  better by 0(p) than that o f the p = 0 robust
M-detector cp under the conditions o f Lemma 1 and Theorem 4. As is  the case 
V 0
with results o f  Part I o f this study [1 ], the results o f  this paper can also 
be extended straightforwardly to moving averages o f higher order than (2) 
by applying the results o f Portnoy [19] for M-estimation in such models. 
However, the basic structure and performance o f the robust M-detector are 
unchanged by this generalization.
In general, to implement the robust detector cp^  one must f i r s t  compute
R
9^  (x) from (7) and then compare this value to a threshold. However, note
R
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that, i f  \|r (x) is  a s tr ic t ly  increasing function o f x, 
s tr ic t ly  decreasing function o f T; and, in this case, 
as follows (see [9 ]) :
n
then £ * (x. - T) is  a 
i= l R 1
cp can be implemented
/ n1 ; i f  2 t ( x . - T ) < 0
i =l  R 1 T
9, <£> -< ni f  Z 
i =l ,R(x1 - Tt ) ■ 0
n
; i f  Z 
i= l + R ( X i - T T >
>  0
(46)
where Tt and y are chosen to give desired false-alarm performance. The 
structure o f (46) is  simpler to implement than is  (6) since i t  is  not necessary 
to solve (7) to perform the test o f  (46). However, i t  is  not always the
case that \jr is  increasing, although i t  w ill be increasing i f
K
di|rg(x)/dx > for a l l  x € ]R . (47)
I f  p is  strongly unimodal ( i . e . ,  -log (p  ) is  convex) then (47) holds for a ll 
p < 0 ;  however, for p > 0, (47) does not hold for many practica l cases 
even when p is  strongly unimodal because of the redescending nature o f 
(such as in the contaminated-Gaussian example o f Section IV). I f  \Jr is  not 
s tr ic t ly  increasing, then (46) cannot be used and (7) must be solved; 
however, e ff ic ie n t  iterative  techniques for solving (7) have been developed 
(see, for example, Collins [3 1 ]).
The robustness o f the proposed M-detector is  restricted  to situations
for which the threshold T o f (24) is  between 0 and 0. As noted above, the
tr iv ia l condition a < \ is  su ffic ien t for t to be p os itiv e ; however, the
condition that be less than 9 places a lower bound on 8, for fixed a and n, 
K
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for which cp is  a maximin solution . I f  0 is  smaller than is  necessary the 
alternate approach o f loca l robustness (see, for example, Kassam and Thomas 
[8 ]) can possibly be applied. However, the redescending nature o f the 
solution to m^ n V(\|r,p;p) for p > 0 may cause problems in  the loca l formu­
lation  (see also Kassam, et a l . [3 2 ]).
Before concluding, two comments concerning the overall optim ality o f 
the proposed robust detector are in order. F irst, since we have considered 
only M-detectors, a question arises as to the performance o f the proposed 
detector relative to other detectors that are not o f this form. In answer 
to this question we note that i t  has been demonstrated in [18] (Theorem 1.1)
that, within regularity, the optimum M-estimate o f 0 in (1) has variance 
2
0(p ) close to the theoretical minimum possible variance for  asymptotically
Gaussian unbiased estimates o f 0. Thus, among threshold detectors based on
estimates o f 0, the class o f M-detectors are capable o f achieving overall
2optimum performance to 0(p ) .  As a second comment we note that higher order 
(in  p) expressions for the asymptotic variance o f 0^(X) are available (see 
[18, p. 39] and [19, Lemma 2 .1 ] ) ;  thus the question o f whether or not a 
corresponding higher order optimum influence curve is  possible arises. 
However, that no such M-estimate exists follows from Theorem 2.1 o f [19] 
which states that, for fixed p and within mild assumptions, no M-estimate 
depending only on p can achieve variance closer than 0(p ) to the theoretical 
minimum variance. This implies a similar statement for  M-detectors.
Appendix
A. A Proof o f  Theorem 3
Define Z = max{-k \  min[Y^,k We have
P P
E t4 (Yl>3 = E (4< Yl>} + 2E{(*m(Yi ) • *R(Y1) ) *R(Y1) J
+ * t b M0 rp  -  *R(Y1)|2}
= E C+R 0f1) }  + 2 K J i [ ( Z  -  Y 1)* 0(Y 1) }
-  E[(Z -  Y1)Y1] + Kjj[ E[|Z -  Y1|2} . (Al)
Note that |Z -  Y^ | <  |Y^ | so that the last two terms in  the right-hand side
2 2o f (Al) are each bounded in magnitude by E[Y^}. Concerning the second 
term in  the right-hand side o f (Al) we have (applying the Schwarz and 
Chebychev inequalities)
|EC(Z -  T p t o0 r p l l 2 <  E { (z  -  Y p ^ a r p l P t l z  -  Y j  > 0}
< E[Y2] sup *o(y)I’t|Yxl > kQ^
y e *  p
E f^ iY p ]  = E{*2(Y p ] + 0 (p2) . (A2)
Sim ilarly, we have
= E f^ o r p )  + K^PflYil > k*1}
= E i^ o r p ]  + KgO(p2) (A3)
and
EiYi W } = EtYl*R(Yl>J + '  2 )i
-  EfY1<,R(Y1)3 + 0(p ) (A4)
Equations (A2) through (A4) imply (33). In each o f  (A2), (A3), and (A4)
2the higher order terms in p are uniform over 5 i f  EfY^ has a uniform bound.
2Thus, in  this case, the 0(p ) in  (33) is  uniform i f  (A3) is  nonzero over gr,
2a condition which occurs i f  in f E{tyl(Y..)} > -K_B k . The rest o f  Theorem 3
P € 5 R 1 11 p
fo llow s.
B. A Proof o f Theorem 4
The sign o f V0|jn,p;-%) is  the same as the sign o f
J* *o p -  (J* *o yto*y)p(y)dy) (Bl)
Writing p = pR + (p -p p) ,  we see that the quantity o f (Bl) is  equal toR
!*0 PR • (Kv<J* n 0(y)pR(y)dy) +J'to(P - pr >
“ 00
00 00
-  ( J * o(p  • pr » < J ’ y t 0 (y)pR (y)dy) -  ( f l / o V 1-/ y t 0 (y )(p (y )  - pR (y ))d y . (B2)
“ 00 -C D
The f i r s t  two terms o f (B2) add to zero. I f  p and p d iffe r  only on Cl the
R
third and fourth terms o f (B2) are both zero and the fin a l term o f (B2) 
becomes
I<PR)K[.f ly l pR (y)dy ‘  J* l y |p(y )d yl • (B3)
Theorem 4 follows from (B3).
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Footnotes
1. Recall that the loca l power slope is  the criter ion  for  designing loca lly  
most powerful detection systems (see Capon [6] or Ferguson [7 ] ) .
2. Note that the sample mean can be replaced by any other consistent estimate 
o f 0 in this analysis (see [1 8 ]), in which case the condition o < ® 
might be relaxed in Theorem 1.
3. As in [1 ], by O(p^) we mean lim |0(p^)/p^| < ®.
p “ *  0
4. I t  should be noted here that V0Jtq, pr ;O) is  the worst-case value o f V(^Q,p;0) 
over p € 3f, but i t  is  not necessarily true that V(^g,pR;p) is  the worst-case 
value o f V0|jQ,p;p) over 3* for p  ^ 0. In fa ct , this la tter situation is
not usually the case, as follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 4.
Figure Caption
Fig. 1 -  Influence curve for robust M-detection in dependent contaminated 
Gaussian noise with e = 0.1 and p = 0 .1 .
Slope = -K r =  -0.115
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Figure 1. Influence curve for robust M-detection in dependent contaminated Gaussian noise with 
e = 0 .1  and p = 0 .1 .
